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Abstract
We report a test of the universality of free fall (UFF) related to spin-gravity coupling effects by comparing
the gravity acceleration of the 87Rb atoms in mF = +1 versus that in mF = −1, where the corresponding spin
orientations are opposite. A Mach-Zehnder-type atom interferometer is exploited to sequentially measure
the free fall acceleration of the atoms in these two sublevels, and the resultant Eo¨tvo¨s ratio determined
by this work is ηS = (−0.2 ± 1.5) × 10−5. The interferometer using atoms in mF = +1 or mF = −1 is
highly sensitive to magnetic field inhomogeneity, which limits the current experimental precision of our
UFF test. The work here provides a stepping stone for future higher precision UFF test related to different
spin orientations on atomic basis.
PACS numbers: 37.25.+k, 03.75.Dg, 04.80.Cc
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The universality of free fall (UFF) is one of the fundamental hypotheses in the foundation of
Einstein’s general relativity (GR) [1], which states that all test bodies fall with the same accelera-
tion in the gravitational field regardless of their structure and composition. Traditional verifications
of the UFF are performed with macroscopic bodies that weight differently or comprise of different
material by torsion balance technique [2–4], free-fall method [5–7] or laser ranging mission [8, 9],
achieved a level of 10−13 [3, 4, 9]. There are also lots of work investigating possible violation of
UFF that may be induced by spin-related forces (see, for example, [10–15]), and UFF tests of this
kind have been performed with polarized or rotating macroscopic bodies [16–24]. Here we report
a spin-orientation related UFF test with quantum objects by atom interferometry.
UFF tests with quantum objects have earlier been performed with a neutron interferometer
[25], and in recent years, were carried out by comparing the free fall acceleration between differ-
ent atoms or between atoms and macroscopic masses [26–31]. The motivation of using quantum
objects is not only for potentially higher precision or associated well defined properties, but also
for more possibilities to break Einstein equivalence principle on quantum basis [32]. For example,
the variation of the free fall acceleration with atoms in different hyperfine levels has also been
tested in Ref. [27] at a level of 10−7. Recently, Tarallo et al. [33] performed an UFF test using the
bosonic 88Sr isotope (I = 0) and the fermionic 87Sr isotope (I = 9/2) at a level of 10−7 by Bloch
oscillation. In their experiment, the 87Sr atoms were in a mixture of different magnetic sublevels,
resulting in effective sublevel of 〈mF〉 = 0. They also gave an upper limit on the spin-gravity
coupling by analyzing the broadening caused by possible different free fall accelerations between
different magnetic sublevels. However, we note that possible anomalous spin-spin couplings (see,
for example, [20, 34, 35]) or dipole-dipole interaction (see, for example, [36]) between the 87Sr
atoms with different magnetic sublevels may disturb, or even cover the spin-gravity coupling ef-
fects in their experiment. Since most models describing spin-gravity coupling imply a dependence
on the orientation of the spin, we perform a new UFF test with 87Rb atoms sequentially prepared
in two opposite spin orientations (Fig. 1), namely mF = +1 versus mF = −1. The correspond-
ing free fall accelerations are compared by atom inteferometry [37–41], which determines the
spin-orientation related Eo¨tvo¨s ratio [42] as
ηS ≡ 2
g+ − g−
g+ + g−
. (1)
In Eq.(1), the gravity acceleration of atoms in mF = +1 (mF = −1) is denoted as g+ (g−) to account
for possible difference. This provides a direct way to test spin-orientation related UFF on quantum
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FIG. 1: (color online) Schematic of the spin orientations for 87Rb atoms in magnetic sublevels mF = +1
versus mF = −1 of the 52S1/2 hyperfine levels. The bias magnetic field ~B defines the external direction
to which the atoms spin is referenced. And the total angular momentum of each atom (denoted by the ~F)
processes around ~B.
basis.
Compared with UFF tests using polarized or rotating macroscopic masses, it is much simpler
to prepare cold atomic ensemble with pure polarization using stimulated Raman transition [43].
However, with atoms in sublevels mF = +1 or mF = −1, the Zeeman effect is considerable, which
makes the interferometer highly sensitive to the magnetic field inhomogeneity. What’s worse is
that the phase shift induced by the inhomogeneity is opposite for atoms in the two sublevels, which
thus can’t be directly canceled in the final comparison of measured free fall accelerations. For the
interferometer with atoms in mF, the phase shift induced by the gravitational acceleration and the
magnetic field gradient is expressed as
ϕ±mF = ∓keffgmF T 2eff + 2αZ,ImFγB(Vπ ∓ Vr/2)T 2, (2)
where the superscript ± denotes the corresponding direction of keff in the interfering pro-
cess, with +keff (−keff) indicating the same (opposite) directions between keff and local gravi-
tational acceleration. And T is the separation time between Raman laser pulses, while Teff ≡
T
√
1 + 2τ/T + 4τ/πT + 8τ2/πT 2 is the effective separation time accounting for the effect of finite
Raman pulses duration ( τ is the duration for the π/2 Raman pulse) [37]. In Eq.(2), the second
term corresponds to that induced by the magnetic field (only the first order of the inhomogeneity
is considered), where γB is the magnetic field gradient, αZ,I is the strength of first-order Zeeman
shift for 87Rb atoms in 52S 1/2 state, Vr is the recoil velocity, and Vπ is the average vertical velocity
of the atoms in F = 1 at the moment of the interfering π pulse (in this work, the atoms are initially
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prepared in F = 1 before the interfering).
In order to alleviate the influence of the magnetic field inhomogeneity, according to Eq. (2),
three steps are taken in this work. Firstly, the magnetic field throughout the interfering space is
mapped [44, 45], and a region where the field is relative homogeneous is selected for the interfering
to take place, namely making γB as small as possible. The selected region is at about 736 mm
height above the magnetic-optical trap (MOT) center. And there the magnetic field varies less
than 0.1 mG over several-millimeters vertical distance, while the magnitude of the bias magnetic
field is about 115 mG. Secondly, the direction of the effective Raman laser wave number keff can
be reversed to make a differential measurement for each mF [37]. A majority of the influence
(the part associated with Vπ in Eq. (2)) induced by the magnetic gradient will be canceled using
this differential measurement, since the influence is almost independent off keff (we note that Vπ is
typically much larger than Vr). However, with the Raman lasers configured in +keff versus −keff , the
directions of the recoil velocities are opposite. This induces a tiny difference between the atoms’
trajectories. And consequently causes a residual influence in the differential measurement result,
which is the part associated with Vr in Eq. (2). The third step is to correct this residuum using the
γB obtained from the common mode result for the two interfering configurations of keff. According
to Eq.(2), for each mF, the differential mode measurement result (∆ϕdmF ≡ (∆ϕ+mF − ∆ϕ−mF )/2) and
the common mode measurement result (∆ϕcmF ≡ (∆ϕ+mF + ∆ϕ−mF )/2) are respectively



∆ϕdmF = −keffgmF T 2eff − αZ,ImFγBVrT 2
∆ϕcmF = 2αZ,ImFγBVπT
2
. (3)
According to Eq.(3), the magnetic field gradient γB can be directly estimated from ∆ϕcmF , as long
as Vπ is known.
In order to maximally suppress the magnetic-field-gradient influence in the differential mea-
surement for each mF, it is required that both γB and Vπ are the same between the +keff and −keff
interfering configurations. The two requirements can be simultaneously satisfied by preparing the
atomic ensembles in the same average velocity, namely V+s = V−s (Vs denotes the average velocity
of the atomic ensemble after the state preparation, and the superscript ± denotes the keff configu-
ration). In this case, the atomic ensembles are in the same region when the interfering is taking
place, and thus γB is the same, while Vπ is obviously the same since it is directly determined
by Vs. Though techniques are mature for preparing the atoms state by velocity-sensitive Raman
transition (VSRT) [43], it is in fact not simple to ensure the equality between V+s and V−s . Using
conventional state preparation method (see, for example, [46]), the equality will strongly depend
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on the pre-determined Zeeman shift and AC-Stark shift. And the corresponding variations will
cause opposite changes for V+s and V−s . Here we explore an easy but reliable method to guarantee
this equality. For the two interfering configurations, we implement the state preparations using
the Raman lasers both configured in +keff with the same effective frequency ωeff (ωeff ≡ ω1 − ω2,
namely the frequency difference of the two laser beams in Raman lasers.). In this case, for each
mF, the state preparations are completely the same for the two interfering configurations, and
thus the average velocities of the selected atoms Vs are naturally the same. Compared with con-
ventional operation of the interferometer, in addition to usual Raman lasers frequency chirp, this
method needs an extra shift of ωeff after the state preparation. This shift will switch the Raman
lasers configuration from +keff to −keff for the interfering process where the Raman lasers need to
be configured in −keff . This can be realized by using two arbitrary function generators (AFG) to
mix with a microwave signal source in the Raman lasers’ optical phase locking loop (OPLL), with
one AFG to implement the ωeff shift and the other to implement the chirp.
The experiment is performed in an atom gravimeter that has been previously reported in detail
in Ref. [40]. It takes 727 ms to load about 108 cold 87Rb atoms from a dispenser using a typical
MOT. Then the atoms are launched upward and further cooled to about 7 µK with a moving
molasses procedure in the atomic fountain. The apex of the fountain is at 750 mm height above the
MOT, close to the aimed interfering region at about 736 mm, which is helpful to limit the atoms’
flying distance during the interfering process. After a flight time of 324 ms from the launch, a
Raman π pulse with a duration of 26 µs is switched on to implement the state preparation. With
the Raman lasers configured in +keff , the detune (defined here as the difference between ωeff and
the the hyperfine splitting of the two ground levels (52S 1/2) of the 87Rb atom) that selects the
maximum mF = +1 atoms is found to be −1546 kHz, and that for mF = −1 is −1866 kHz.
After the unwanted atoms are removed by a blow-away beam, the atomic cloud arrives at 736mm
height and undergoes the π/2 − π − π/2 Raman pulses with a pulse separation time of T = 2 ms.
With larger T , the interferometry fringe would become invisible due to different magnetic field
inhomogeneity experienced by respective atom in the ensemble. This is the reason why the effect
of the finite Raman pulses durations must be considered in Eq. (2). The transition probability
of the atoms after the interfering is obtained through a normalized fluorescence detection when
the clouds falls back into the detection chamber. The entire process of a single shot measurement
as described above takes 1.5 s. Before the formal data acquisition, Vπ should be measured to
deduce γB from ∆ϕcmF . This velocity can be obtained from the spectroscopy of the VSRT [43]
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FIG. 2: (color online) Fringes for different combinations of mF and keff , where each fringe shown is an
average of 10 fringes with one corresponding combination. In one cycle, the fringes are obtained in turn for
the combinations of mF = +1 and +keff (black circle), mF = +1 and −keff (red square), mF = −1 and +keff
(olive empty circle), mF = −1 and −keff (blue empty square).
with a Raman π pulse applied at the right moment. Here the spectroscopies with the Raman lasers
configured in +keff and −keff are combined to make a differential measurement, in which method
the knowledge of the Zeeman shift or the AC-Stark shift is not needed. The measured average
velocity is Vπ = 509.0(1) mm/s for the selected atoms in |F = 1,mF = +1〉, and is Vπ = 509.4(1)
mm/s for |F = 1,mF = −1〉 at the moment of the interfering π pulse.
Finally the measurement of the gravity acceleration of the atoms in different magnetic sublevels
is performed sequentially, with different interfering configurations of the Raman lasers. One full
interferometry fringe is obtained by scanning the chirp rate of ωeff in 20 steps for each mF in each
interfering keff configuration, namely 30 s for a full fringe. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the effect
of possible drift of related quantities, for example, the Raman lasers power, four adjacent fringes
are grouped as a cycle unit, with one fringe corresponding to one combination of mF and keff . The
switches between the combinations are automatically controlled by the computer through tuning
the Raman lasers detune, and the typical fringes for the four combinations are shown in Fig.2. The
measurement is repeated about 28 hours from cycle to cycle, and the phase shifts are extracted
by the cosine fitting from the fringes. The differential mode result and the common mode result
are obtained from the combinations of the corresponding phase shifts. The Allan deviation for
the gravity acceleration measurement is calculated from the differential mode result for each mF ,
which is shown in Fig.3, and the statistics of the combined measurement results for each mF is
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FIG. 3: (color online) Short-term Allan deviations for the gravity acceleration measurements using atoms
in different mF . The Allan deviations for mF = +1 (black circle) and mF = −1 (blue square) are calculated
from the differential measurement results, while that for mF = 0 (gray empty circle) is calculated from the
phase shifts obtained consecutively with Raman lasers always configured in +keff .
also acquired as shown in Table I. The Allan deviation for the measurement using the atoms in
mF = 0 with the Raman lasers configured in +keff for T = 2 ms is also shown in Fig.3 as a
reference. According to the Allan deviations, the short term sensitivity for the interferometers
using atoms in mF = ±1 is about 3.4×10−3g/
√
Hz, which implies a sensitivity of 2.4×10−3g/
√
Hz
if only one combination of mF and keff is consecutively repeated. This induced sensitivity is about
four times worse than that using atoms in mF = 0, which is most probably due to the fluctuation of
the location where the atoms interacts with the interfering pulses (and thus the fluctuation of the
experienced magnetic field gradient by the atoms). This fluctuation is caused by the variation of
the launch velocity as well as the initial launch position of the atomic cloud from shot to shot.
The uncertainties in Table I are the corresponding statistical standard deviations. From the
common mode results, the magnetic field gradients experienced for atoms in each mF are deduced,
which are nearly equal as expected since the interfering region is the same. According to Eq.(3),
this gradient with a magnitude of −37µG/mm corresponds to a +8 mrad residual effect for the
differential result with atoms in mF = +1, and −8 mrad residual effect for mF = −1. It shows that
a majority of the phase shift due to the magnetic field inhomogeneity is canceled in the differential
measurement, and the residual is only about 1.2%. And the residual effect due to the Raman pulses
durations is far less than that level, which is thus safely neglected in this work. In this differential
measurement of the gravity acceleration with a rather short separation time, some disturbances,
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for example, that induced by nearby masses or tilt of the Raman lasers, are common for the atoms
in mF = +1 and mF = −1 and thus cancel in the final comparison, and other disturbances, for
example, that induced by the AC-Stark shift or the Coriolis effect, can be neglected at the present
level of accuracy. The Eo¨tvo¨s ratio is finally given by
ηS ≡ 2
g+ − g−
g+ + g−
= 2
ϕd
mF=+1 − ϕdmF=−1
ϕd
mF=+1 + ϕ
d
mF=−1
, (4)
where ∆ϕdmF is the corrected differential results as listed in Table I. The resultant Eo¨tvo¨s ratio
determined by this work is (−0.2 ± 1.5) × 10−5, which indicates that the violation of WEP has not
been observed at the level of 1.5 × 10−5 for the atoms with different polarization orientations.
In conclusion, we have tested UFF with atoms in different spin orientations based on a Mach-
Zehnder-type atom interferometer, and the violation of UFF isn’t observed at the level of 1.5×10−5.
This work represents the first atom interferometer which simultaneously measures the gravity ac-
celeration and magnetic-field gradient, and also presents a direct test of spin-orientation related
spin-gravity couplings on quantum basis. The present precision is limited by the fluctuation of the
atomic fountain arising from the atom launch procedure. The influence of this fluctuation can be
alleviated with a more homogeneous magnetic field in future measurement, and in this situation
the pulses separation time can also be enlarged, which will effectively improve the interferome-
ter sensitivity. On the other hand, the standing optical waves can be explored to manipulate the
interfering of the atoms (see Ref. [27], for example), in which case the internal state of the atom
doesn’t change and thus the influence of the magnetic field inhomogeneity is dramatically de-
creased. We anticipate a better result for the UFF test with atoms in different spin orientations
using interferometers of this kind in future.
TABLE I: Statistics of the differential mode measurement and the common mode measurement. The 2π
ambiguity is easily removed in this work thanks to the rather short separation time T . The magnetic field
gradient is deduced from ∆ϕcmF , and the corrected ∆ϕ
d
mF in the last column is the result of subtracting the
residual magnetic field inhomogeneity effect from the original ∆ϕdmF in the second column.
mF
∆ϕdmF
rad
∆ϕcmF
rad
γB
µG/mm
Corrected ∆ϕdmF
rad
+1 −644.322(7) −0.674(8) −37.6(4) −644.330(7)
−1 −644.339(7) +0.666(8) −37.2(4) −644.331(7)
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